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President’s Letter –
David Grantham

field there has been water on the road in
spot. We need to stay off the grass and
go through the water slowly. There are
water lines underground both sides of the
road so stay on the road and keeping off
the grass.
Soon as I can get going again hope to have
some help to fix the road and fill in the
low spot to get rid of the water.
President, David Grantham

SAFETY OFFICERS REPORT
Hello from the safety desk.
Nothing really to report on. Hopefully it
will stop raining and cool off a bit soon.
For all of you flying in the heat kudos.
The only thing I have to mention is that it
has been brought to my attention that it
might be a good idea to remove the prop
on electric planes when working on them.
As you all know they can do some damage
to the old fingers and hands.

Dave, Rod, Kim & Wilf

Next meeting will be on the August 3rd at
9:00 am at the club field. Come and join
us at the meetings
There not much going on at the
airfield at this time. It has just been too
hot to be out in it. You know that we are
in our hurricane and rainy season. So far
the club field is looking good and is dry
for now, so come out and fly.
From time to time I have been out to
the field and from the main gate to the

Hi All, this month I have not had to speak
to anyone with regard to their unsafe
flying, or rule breaking. That's the good
news !However I have noticed, on
occasions, some folk are still working on
electric prop A/C without removing the
prop.
One answer was, "I have a safety switch
on my transmitter" Well that's all very
fine, if you have remembered to switch it
on. Lets be honest, how many of us, me
included, have turned on A/C without the
TX??

August, 2019
It takes probably less than a minute to
remove the prop, but about ten days until
you get the stitches out, if there is
anything left to stitch. Be safe, take it
off!! Safe flying.

Wilf. Safety Officer

** * * * * * * * * *

Nice bipe shown off by Jim Book

Upcoming Events

CSMS next meeting is Saturday August
3rd. Plan to come to the field and fly
early and then attend the meeting.
10/05/19 Sarasota, FL GOLDEN AGE &
LIGHT PLANEFLY-IN Contact John Hall
at 941-704-9375 for further info.

Barry & Mike looking for something?

RECENTLY SEEN AT FIELD:

Wilf shows off his jet

Alex shows off his bipe.

